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TOPIC #5:

Smooth but Aggressive Retirement Portfolio

PROMPT:

How can we balance the dual desires of many retirees to have a smooth and consistent
spending stream, but to also incorporate plenty of volatile investments into their portfolio?

Bernstein (2012) reveals in his book, when a client is struggling with a dual desire for smooth
spending, but also desires upside potential, they may want to create a “liability matching portfolio” and
a “risk portfolio”, allowing the client to dedicate buckets of monies towards particular goals, in line with
the bucket theory of Waring and Seigel’s (2007). This concept of risk pooling is a way of segmenting
investable assets to make sure your bare minimums are covered—it of course assumes you have enough
capital to actually fund retirement with some assets to spare. Not everyone is so lucky to accumulate a
sufficient amount of “safe assets” for monte carlos analysis to predict an overwhelming positive outlook.
But with good advice, and starting early, and sticking to a systematic process of investing, and
rebalancing, one can greatly increase the probability of success.
The use of annuities is an increasingly considered tool for providing smooth consistent income,
but it comes with costs and liquidity risk. As an advisor, a good goal to provide a similar level of
annuitization is to leverage the social security system by deferring as long as is possible. As Bernstein
(2012) explains, if one can draw down personal assets in the early years of retirement then s/he can lean
on the promise of SS to provide upwards of 7%/yr avg growth in payments from the US government.
With good planning, a lower earning spouse can take his/her social security beforehand helping smooth
out the ride in the early years as well.
As Sexauer et. al (2012) points out, the greater challenge is often the psychological state of the
clients themselves once they reach retirement. This is where the role of advising really becomes
important to help implement behaviors that prevent investors from acting against their own best
interest—ie., (depending on their situation)not take social security early if you can help it, do not lock up
all your assets into annuities in lieu of liquidity or upside potential, consider risk pooling, consider
reverse mortgages to tap into large portions of personal net worth, consider estate tax planning which
may alleviate some income tax pressures and ensure one’s assembled wealth continues to positively
impact the people or organizations that mattered most during those many decades of hard work. And
above all, as noted in Pfau (2011), while in mid-career plan to live long, build in concessions for lower
investment returns, for higher inflation, prepare for working longer or living on less if economic times
necessitate—build in flexibility, and retirees could be that much closer to peace of mind.
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No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protect against loss. All investments carry some level of risk including the
potential loss of principal invested.
Annuities are contracts sold by life insurance companies and are considered long-term investments that may be suitable for
retirement.
Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name for The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (NM) (life
and disability insurance, annuities, and life insurance with long-term care benefits) and its subsidiaries. Aaron M. Bell is a
Representative of Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management Company® (NMWMC), Milwaukee, WI (fiduciary and fee-based
financial planning services), a subsidiary of NM and federal savings bank. Representative is an Insurance Agent of NM, and
Northwestern Long Term Care Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (long-term care insurance) a subsidiary of NM, and a
Registered Representative of Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC (NMIS) (securities), a subsidiary of NM, brokerdealer, registered investment adviser and member FINRA and SIPC.
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